The emotion regulatory function of parent attention to child pain and associated implications for parental pain control behaviour
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ABSTRACT

The present study investigated the function of parental attention to child pain in regulating parental distress and pain control behaviour when observing their child performing a painful (cold pressor) task (CPT), as well as the moderating role of parental state anxiety. Participants were 62 school children and one of their parents. Parental attention towards or away from child pain (i.e., “Attend to Pain” vs. “Avoid Pain”) was experimentally manipulated during a viewing task pairing unfamiliar children’s neutral and pain faces. Prior to and following the viewing task, parental distress regulation was assessed by heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV). In a subsequent phase, parents observed their own child perform a CPT task, allowing assessment of parental pain control behavior (indexed by latency to stop their child’s CPT performance) and parental distress – assessed via self-report prior to and following observation of child CPT performance. Eye-tracking during the viewing task and self-reported attention to own child’s pain confirmed successful attention manipulation. Further, findings indicated that the impact of attentional strategy on parental emotion regulation (indexed by HR, self-report) and pain control behaviour depended upon parents’ state anxiety. Specifically, whereas low anxious parents reported more distress and demonstrated more pain control behaviour in the “Attend to Pain” condition, high anxious parents reported more distress and showed more pain control behaviour in the “Avoid Pain” condition. This inverse pattern was likewise apparent in physiological distress indices (HR) in response to the initial viewing task. Theoretical/clinical implications and further research directions are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Self-report and physiological data suggest that anticipating or observing another person’s pain elicits emotional distress [8,20,32,41,86] and prioritizes behaviour to control the sufferer’s pain [36,41]. This dynamic is evident in parent-child dyads, where parental distress when anticipating/observing their child’s pain motivates behaviors to restrict the child’s pain exposure [18,19]. Research with healthy schoolchildren [18,19] and children with chronic pain [19] finds that parental distress contributes to increased restriction of experimentally-induced child pain and painful physical activity. While control behaviours can protect the child from further pain or harm, in the context of long term or inescapable pain such efforts may become maladaptive by diminishing engagement in valued daily activities, thereby fostering disability and maintaining or exacerbating pain problems [53,62,69,82].

Given the role of parental distress in the occurrence/extent of parental pain control behaviour, parental ability to regulate pain-related distress may centrally modulate affective-motivational and behavioural outcomes [27,29,39,50,59]. A number of strategies facilitate distress regulation [39,50,83]. In particular, attentional deployment (i.e., attentional engagement or avoidance) is supported as a central emotion regulation strategy across a number of non-pain domains [39,47,48,83]. Similarly, attending away from one’s own pain reduces pain aversiveness and efforts to control pain, reflected by increased tolerance [31,54 but see 43,55]. Despite initial evidence for the regulatory function of attentional deployment in response to personal pain, research has not examined whether attentional deployment contributes to regulation of distress elicited by anticipating/observing another person in pain and whether this, in turn, impacts observers’ efforts to control another’s pain.

The current study examined whether parental attentional deployment to child pain can down-regulate parental distress and pain control behaviour. Parents were instructed to attend to or avoid pain faces during a viewing task pairing images of an unfamiliar child’s neutral
face with varying levels of the same child’s pain expression. Parental distress regulation was assessed using various indices including heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) collected both prior to and following the viewing task. Subsequently, parents observed their own child perform a cold pressor task (CPT) and parental pain control behaviour (indexed by latency to stop their child’s CPT) was recorded. Parental distress regulation during this phase was assessed using self-reports collected prior to and following CPT observation. Eye-tracking during the viewing task and self-reported attentional focus toward their child’s pain prior to the CPT indexed whether the attention manipulation was successful and generalized to their own child’s pain.

We hypothesized that compared to parents in the ‘Attend to Pain’ condition, parents in the ‘Avoid Pain’ condition would show (1) greater emotion regulation (reflected by greater HRV, and lower HR and self-reported distress) and (2) less pain control behaviour. Given that the nature and consequences of attentional processing may be modulated by individual differences, particularly level of anxiety [10,26,28], we examined the moderating role of parental anxiety on attentional control (eye-tracking/self-report), emotion regulation indices (HRV, HR, distress), and pain control behaviour. As child behaviour during CPT performance may influence parental responses [see e.g., 76,77], we explored the role of child facial pain expression in parents’ self-reported distress and pain control behaviour.

2. METHODS

2.1 Participants

The current study sample has been examined in a prior study of child selective attention to pain and its relationship to avoidance behaviour indexed by CPT tolerance [see 80]. The current findings pertain to a subsequent and unique phase of the study, designed to investigate the impact of parental attention toward/away from child pain upon parental
emotion regulation and pain control behaviour during the child’s second performance of the CPT. Participants were recruited from a sample of parents and school children (grades 5-11) who had consented to be recontacted following participation in a questionnaire study two years earlier ($N = 164$ child-parent dyads) [see 17]. Exclusion criteria for this study were: (1) child recurrent or chronic pain, (2) developmental delay, and (3) insufficient knowledge of the Dutch language. A weighted random sampling procedure was used [42] to ensure an equal proportion of boys and girls. From the total of 164 parent-child dyads, 88 parent-child dyads were randomly selected and contacted. Of those contacted, 95.5% ($N = 84$) met the inclusion criteria of which 77.4% ($N = 65$) agreed to participate. Main reason for refusal to participate was lack of time due to work/family demands. Two parent-child dyads later withdrew participation because of child illness ($N = 1$) and other family responsibilities ($N = 1$). Final response rate was 71.6%. One parent-child dyad was further excluded due to child refusal to perform the cold pressor task. The final sample consisted of 62 parent-child dyads (31 girls; 31 boys; 42 mothers; 20 fathers).

Parents were randomly assigned to either an ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($N= 31$; 20 mothers; 10 fathers) or an ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($N = 31$; 21 mothers; 10 fathers). Parents ranged in age from 34 to 55 years ($M = 43.55$ years, $SD = 4.45$). Most parents (90.3%) were married or co-habiting. The majority of parents (81.6%) had received education beyond the age of 18 years. In general, parents indicated themselves to be in good to very good health ($M = 1.10$, $SD = .88$; rated on a 4-point scale with 0 = excellent, 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = moderate). Children ranged in age from 10 to 16 years ($M = 12.61$ years; $SD = 1.56$). Children were recruited from the fifth (7%), sixth (22.6%), seventh (22%), eight (14.5%), ninth (22.6%), tenth (8.1%), and eleventh (3.2%) grade. Parent-child dyads were paid 25€ for participation. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of Ghent University, Belgium.
2.2 Study overview

A schematic overview of the study procedure is depicted in Figure 1. The study protocol consisted of two phases. During the first phase, parents performed a viewing task in which they were shown a series of picture pairs pairing an unfamiliar child’s neutral and pain facial expression. Prior to this viewing task, parents were randomly assigned to an ‘Attend to Pain’ or ‘Avoid Pain’ group and instructed to either ‘attend to’ or to ‘avoid’ the pain faces, respectively. Parental eye movements were monitored while they performed the viewing task. Parental heart rate (HR) and state anxiety were assessed prior to the viewing task and before the attention manipulation (i.e., instruction to attend to or avoid). Subsequent to the viewing task, we assessed parental HR again as well as parental self-reported attentional focus toward their own child’s (upcoming) CPT pain. The first phase of the current study allowed objective assessment of successful attention manipulation (assessed via eye tracking), as well as assessment of immediate (i.e., following the viewing task) and delayed effects [see e.g., 1] assessed during the second phase of the study. Specifically, during the second phase of the study, we asked parents to observe their own child’s CPT performance and assessed parental pain control behaviour. Parents’ self-reported distress regarding their child’s CPT performance was assessed immediately before and after the CPT.

2.3 Viewing task stimulus material

The stimulus set for the viewing task consisted of 40 pictures of 10 different children (5 boys and 5 girls; age range 9-16 years) displaying neutral and pain facial expressions. These pictures were selected from videotapes drawn from an existing pool of school children who had taken part in previous studies using the CPT [see e.g., 76,78] and who had provided consent for using/showing the videos for research purposes. All pictures were reliably coded for occurrence and intensity of facial pain display by means of the Child Facial Coding
System (CFCS) [21] and were used in previous studies assessing parental and child attention to child pain [75,80]. For each of the 10 children in the stimulus set, four pictures were chosen reflecting each of four categories of facial pain expression: no pain or neutral expression; low pain expression; moderate pain expression, and high pain expression. Using these 40 pictures, three types of picture pairings were generated, resulting in 30 slides. Specifically, each slide consisted of two pictures of the same child presenting a neutral expression combined with the child’s low pain, moderate pain, or high pain expression. Pairs were compiled twice such that the neutral expression appeared equally often on the left and right side. Pictures were 15.7 cm high and 11.3 cm wide. Pictures were separated by 7.5 cm from their central points. The validity of the present stimulus set is supported by previous findings that categorizations of facial pain expressions (i.e., neutral, low, moderate, high) correspond with observers’ pain ratings [see 75,80].

2.4 Viewing task and attention manipulation

All parents were informed that a series of slides showing pairings of neutral and pain child faces would be presented on a computer screen. They were also informed that pictures would show varied levels of pain expressiveness, thus it would not always be clear which of the two faces showed pain. Further, to enhance their involvement during the viewing task, parents were told that these pictures represented children undergoing the pain procedure that their own child would perform in the second part of the study (i.e., the CPT). Further task instructions differed depending upon group assignment.

Parents in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group were explicitly instructed to attend to the pain face (of the presented face pair) by focusing their eyes on the pain face (‘for each picture pair that is shown, you have to try to direct your attention to the face that shows pain. You can do this by looking at the pain face’). Parents in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group were explicitly instructed to attend to the neutral face by focusing their eyes on the neutral face (‘for each picture pair
that is shown, you have to try to direct your attention to the face that does not show pain. You can do this by looking at the face that does not show pain’). This information was presented on a 17-inch computer screen connected to the eye-tracker system (see 2.6.2).

Prior to the viewing task, participants were shown an overview of one trial (using an image pair that was not part of the stimulus set) to ensure familiarity with the experimental setup. Each viewing task trial began with a 500 ms presentation of a white fixation cross in the center of the screen to which parents had to first focus their attention. Then, a slide with the pair of facial stimuli against a black background was presented for 3000 ms. The viewing task consisted of 60 trials: each of the 30 slides was presented twice, once with the pain face on the left and once with the pain face on the right side of the screen. The intertrial interval was 200 ms (black screen). Slides were presented to participants in one of two previously randomized sequences.

2.5 Child pain task

A CPT was used as an experimental technique to induce pain in child participants. Children were instructed to lower their left hand in the cold water up to just above the wrist. Water temperature was maintained at 10°C (+/-1°C) and was circulated continuously by a pump to prevent local warming around the immersed hand. A second tank maintained water at room temperature (21°C; +/-1°C). All children first immersed their hand in the room temperature tank for a total of 2 minutes in order to standardize skin temperature [see also 13]. During subsequent CPT performance, children were requested to immerse their hand in the cold water until they heard ‘stop’. The stop signal was controlled either by the parent or by an uninformed ceiling of 4 minutes (see 2.6.5: measurement of parental pain control behaviour). Children were aware of parental observation during CPT performance but were uninformed that parents could discontinue their task. In order not to exceed the child’s individual pain tolerance level, children were explicitly told that they could remove their arm
from the water if they felt they could no longer endure the pain. The cold pressor apparatus is well suited for use with children and the pain experienced is considered to be an analogue for various naturally occurring acute pains [13,81].

2.6 Measures

For parents, we measured anxiety, eye movements, self-reported attention to child pain, emotion regulation indices (HR/HRV and self-reported distress), and behaviour to control child pain. Eye movements and self-reported attention to child pain served as manipulation checks. In addition, we measured children’s facial pain expressions during CPT performance.

2.6.1 Parent state anxiety

The state version of the *State-Trait Anxiety Inventory* [STAI-S; 70,74] was administered to assess parent state anxiety. The STAI-S measures the intensity of anxiety as a current negative affective state consisting of subjective feelings of tension, nervousness, and worry. Using a 4-point scale (1 = ‘not at all’ to 4 = ‘very much’) participants are asked to rate how much each of 20 item/statements (e.g., ‘I am worried’, ‘I am scared’) is true for them at the current moment. The decision to measure state rather than trait anxiety was based upon previous findings indicating that state anxiety is usually highly correlated with trait anxiety and is likely to be a more proximal predictor of participants’ situational responses [70,74]. The STAI has been shown to be a reliable and valid instrument [70,74]. Total scores range from 20 to 80. Cronbach’s alpha in this study was $\alpha = .92$.

2.6.2 Parent eye movements

During the viewing task, parents’ eye movements were recorded allowing assessment of whether parental attention was successfully manipulated. Eye movements were tracked with a 60 Hz Tobii (T60) table-mounted eye tracker (Tobii Technology AB – www.tobii.com, Falls Church, VA, USA). This system consists of a 17-inch computer screen with embedded
camera and infrared LED optics; eye movements are recorded based on the corneal reflection caused by the infrared light source. Parents were seated comfortably 60 cm away from the center of the screen using a chinrest to minimize head movements. Prior to the viewing task, a standardized calibration procedure was performed by requesting parents to focus on 9 sequentially and randomly appearing red dots on the screen [see e.g., 79].

2.6.3 Self-reported parental attention to child pain

To assess whether the manipulation of parents’ attention to unfamiliar child pain faces generalized to attention toward their own child’s pain, parents were requested to rate two items reflecting attentional focus upon their child’s impending pain (drawn from the Rumination subscale of the Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Parents, [PCS-P; 35]): ‘to which extent do you keep thinking about your child’s impending pain’ and ‘to which extent are you unable to keep your child’s impending pain out of your mind’. Both items were rated on an 11-point numerical rating scale (0 = ‘not at all’ to 10 = ‘very much’).

2.6.4 Parent emotion regulation

Heart Rate (HR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV). Parents’ cardiac activity was monitored for later analysis of reactivity in HR and vagally mediated HRV (rhythmic oscillations of interbeat interval lengths reflecting vagal-cardiac innervation) which refers to a change from pre-viewing task or baseline HR/HRV to post-viewing task HR/HRV. HR is a measure of general arousal. Increases in HR relative to baseline (i.e., HR reactivity) can be interpreted as a physiological correlate of emotional reactivity toward a salient stimulus. High vagally mediated baseline HRV is commonly interpreted as corresponding to high emotion regulation capacity, appropriate emotional responding [6,73], and emotional stability in everyday life [51]. Vagally mediated HRV during exposure to an emotionally salient stimulus relative to baseline under resting conditions can indicate ongoing emotion regulation processes such as effortful adaptive coping or acute stress [2,16]. HRV measures are shown to
reflect considerable variance in emotional states [12]. Thus, HRV reactivity is a frequently used sensitive measure of emotional reactivity [64]. The specificity of this measure is indicated by the direction of observed HRV reactivity, which depends on success or failure of ongoing coping processes [63].

A relative decrease in vagally mediated HRV indicates vagal withdrawal and accompanies emotional distress [63]. A relative increase reflects vagal activation correlated with increased prefrontal activation in the CNS, indicating effortful emotional control during adaptive coping with emotional impact of adverse stimuli [2,16,52,63]. Thus, a larger increase of vagally mediated HRV relative to baseline indicates a stronger and perhaps more effective mobilization of emotion regulation capacities, whereas a stronger relative decrease indicates failed emotion regulation resulting in distress. Absent vagally mediated HRV reactivity would signal the absence of any emotional engagement.

The recording device was a POLAR RS800CX and a chest strap HR monitor (Polar Electro Oy, Kempe, Finland; sampling rate 1000Hz, for validation see, e.g., [61]). Parents were instructed not to talk, to remain seated, and to relax as much as possible during ongoing data acquisition.

*Self-reported parental distress about their own child’s pain.* Parents were asked to rate the extent to which they experienced distress about their child performing the pain task (CPT) prior to child CPT performance (i.e., parental *anticipatory* distress) and after observation of their child’s CPT performance (i.e., parental *experienced* distress)\(^1\). Parents rated four emotion adjectives (‘worried’, ‘upset’, ‘anxious’, ‘sad’) on an 11-point scale ranging from ‘not at all’ (0) to ‘extremely’ (10; Batson [9]). Total parental distress score could range from 0 to 40. This method has been shown to be reliable and valid [9] and has previously been used as

---

\(^1\) No self-reported distress reactivity was calculated since anticipatory distress was administered following the viewing task, and hence, cannot be considered a measure of baseline distress.
an index of parental distress in the context of child pain [see e.g., 19]. Cronbach’s alpha for anticipatory and experienced parental distress was $\alpha = .89$ and $\alpha = .88$, respectively.

2.6.5 Parental pain control behaviour

Parents observed their child performing the CPT on a monitor streaming video from the child testing room and were asked to indicate the moment they wished their child to discontinue the pain task by saying ‘stop’. In order to not bias parents toward stopping the task, they were also informed that not stopping the task constituted an equally plausible option. Parents received the following instructions: ‘I would like to ask you to indicate when you would like to tell your child to stop the CPT. When you think or feel, ‘this is the moment that I want to stop my child taking part in the CPT’, I want you to say ‘STOP’ and we will then immediately stop the CPT. However, when you do not experience feelings/thoughts about wanting to stop your child -- which is also possible -- you don’t have to say anything’. To compute ‘parental pain control behaviour’, the time from initiation of the CPT until the parent stopped their child’s CPT performance was subtracted from 240 (i.e., the maximum CPT duration in seconds). Higher scores (i.e., shorter latency to saying ‘stop’) indicated higher levels of parental pain control behaviour. If the child removed his/her arm from the cold water before the parent stopped CPT performance, the parent-child dyad was excluded from the analyses examining parental pain control behaviour as the latter could not be assessed.

2.6.6 Child facial pain expression

Children’s facial display of pain during CPT performance was video recorded and coded using the Child Facial Coding System [CFCS; 15,21,33]. The CFCS is an observational rating system of 13 discrete facial actions (brow lowering, squint, eye squeeze, nose wrinkle, nasolabial furrow, cheek raise, upper lip raise, lip corner pull, vertical mouth stretch, horizontal mouth stretch, blink, flared nostrils and open lips). The CFCS has shown good reliability and validity in coding children’s facial pain expressions [33]. Facial actions were
coded by two trained coders. Each of the 13 facial actions included in the analyses were coded for every second within a 10-second epoch during the following 3 time periods: (1) following immediately upon immersing the hand in the cold water, (2) halfway CPT performance, (3) and preceding CPT completion. From videotape, the first coder coded each second of each participant’s CPT immersion for these 13 facial actions. A random sample of 20% of the participants was rated by the second coder to determine interrater reliability calculated according to the formula by Ekman and Friesen [30]. A mean score per second for each of the 13 facial actions was calculated and the sum of all scores yielded a total CFCS score. As 10 of the 13 facial actions were coded on frequency and intensity (0, 1 or 2) and three were coded on frequency alone (0 or 1; blink, flared nostril, open lips), the total CFCS score during the cold water immersion ranged between 0 and 23. Interrater reliability approached acceptable rates of .80 for overall frequency (i.e., .78 in the present study; range; .72-.86) and of .70 for intensity of child pain expressions (i.e., .68 in the present study; range; .52-.82) [see e.g., 15,33,76,78].

2.7 Procedure

Two female experimenters accompanied the parent and child throughout testing. Participants were told that we were interested in how parents and children think and feel about the pain that children experience. Following consent, parent and child were escorted to separate rooms. While alone in the room, parental baseline HR was assessed. Next, parents completed the measure of state anxiety, were provided with the attentional manipulation, and completed the viewing task. Following the viewing task, HR was again assessed and parents completed measures of attentional focus about their child’s impending pain. Parents were then provided instructions on stopping the CPT and observed their child’s CPT performance. Upon termination of the CPT, parents completed the measure of experienced distress. To minimize
contact with participants, experimenters sat behind screens during child CPT performance and during parents’ viewing task and CPT observation.

2.8 Data preparation

2.8.1 Eye movement analysis

Gaze behaviour was analyzed off-line using the Tobii software analysis package with the Clearview Fixation Filter [see 67]. Within the present study, the two target pictures were defined as areas of interest (AOIs) within which eye movements would be monitored. Gaze that remained stable within a 1° visual angle and that lasted at least 100 ms on a defined AOI was classified as fixation to that position [see e.g., 79,85,87]. Two parameters were calculated for each picture: (1) time to first fixation which gauged initial or early attention allocation and (2) gaze duration which gauged attentional maintenance [see e.g., 60,79]. **Time to First Fixation** was defined as the mean time (in ms) following the onset of a picture pair for parents to first fixate on each level of facial expressiveness (neutral, low pain, moderate pain, high pain). In case no initial fixation was made (this was, averaged across participants, the case for approximately 12% of the picture pairs shown), the time to first fixation for that picture pair was set to 3000 ms (i.e., the maximum time at which a fixation could have occurred). **Gaze Duration** was defined as the total time that a parent’s gaze remained fixated within the boundaries of a facial expressiveness level (neutral, low pain, moderate, high pain), taking into account the amount of attentional shifts. The mean gaze duration for each facial expressiveness level was calculated by dividing the mean total fixation time for each facial expression category by mean fixation frequency (i.e., the average of the participants’ absolute number of visual fixations on a particular facial expression) for each facial expressiveness level [see also 79].

2.8.2 Heart rate and Heart rate variability analysis
Following the recommendations by the Task Force [72] a recording of 300 s (i.e., prior and post viewing task) was extracted from the continuous HR recording for further analyses. HRV prior and post viewing task were assessed using both time domain and frequency domain methods. Interbeat interval time series were screened for measurement artifacts [11] and erroneous intervals were substituted by linear interpolations using ARTiiFACT software (Version 2.03; www.artifact.de) [49]. One time domain parameter (rMSSD) and one frequency domain parameter (HF\textsubscript{abs}) were calculated via ARTiiFACT. rMSSD is defined as the square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between adjacent NN intervals. In the frequency domain, the high frequency spectrum (0.15-0.4 Hz) was extracted via Fast-Fourier-Transformation (interpolation rate 4Hz, window length 256s, window overlap 50%) resulting in calculated high frequency spectrum power in ms\textsuperscript{2} (HF\textsubscript{abs}) [for an overview see 4,72]. Reactivity measures were obtained by subtracting post-measurement from pre-measurement.

2.9 Plan of statistical analyses

To investigate whether the attention manipulation was successful, two repeated measures Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) with facial expressiveness (neutral, low pain, moderate pain, high pain) as the within participant factor and group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) as the between participant factor were conducted for each dependent eye movement variable (time to first fixation and gaze duration). Parental state anxiety was entered as a covariate in these analyses to examine its potential moderating role. To further examine whether the attentional manipulation generalized to parental attentional focus toward their own child’s pain, a univariate ANCOVA with group and parental state anxiety as covariates was performed for self-reported parental attention to their child’s impending pain. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was not appropriate as the current study did not meet any of the conditions for applying this adjustment (i.e., (a) a universal null
hypothesis is of interest, (b) a same test is repeated in many subsamples, and (c) searching for significant associations without a priori hypotheses for multiple tests) [65].

In the case of significant interaction effects of facial expressiveness and group upon eye tracking parameters, repeated measures ANOVAs were performed for each group separately, with facial expressiveness as a within participant factor. In the case of significant interactions with parental state anxiety (in analyses of eye-tracking or attentional focus), additional moderation analyses were performed to interpret the interaction effect – i.e., whether the association between the predictor variable (group and/or facial expressiveness) and outcome variable (eye tracking parameters / parental attentional focus) was significant at high or low (or both) levels of the moderator variable (state anxiety). Moderation analyses followed the procedure outlined by Holmbeck et al. [44]. This procedure does not categorize participants into two groups but allows, by manipulating the 0 point of the moderator, to examine conditional effects of the continuous moderator variable upon the outcome. To this end, two steps were performed. First, two new conditional continuous moderator variables were computed by (1) subtracting 1 SD from the centred moderator variable (to compute high levels of parental state anxiety) and (2) adding 1 SD to the centred moderator variable (to compute low levels of parental state anxiety). Second, two additional ANCOVAs were performed -- incorporating each of these new conditional continuous moderator variables -- to test the significance for high and low values of the conditional moderator variable (i.e., parental state anxiety). Whenever the sphericity assumption was violated (Mauchly’s test of sphericity was $p < .05$), Greenhouse-Geisser corrections (with adjusted degrees of freedom, or NDf) were performed.

To investigate the impact of parental attention upon parental emotion regulation and pain control behaviour, separate univariate ANCOVAs with group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) as the between participant factor were performed for indices of emotion
regulation and pain control behaviour. Emotion regulatory indices included parental HR reactivity, each of the HRV reactivity indices (i.e., rMSSD, HFabs), and self-reported anticipatory and experienced parental distress. As above, parental state anxiety was entered in each analysis to examine its potential moderating impact. Further, as child behaviour during CPT performance may influence parental responses [see e.g., 76,77], additional exploratory analyses were performed to examine the role of child facial pain expression in parents’ self-reported distress and pain control behaviour; accordingly, these analyses were re-run whilst also controlling for the child’s facial pain expression.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Participant characteristics

Table 1 reports mean scores, standard deviations, observed range, correlations between measures, and number of valid cases for each measure. Missing values were due either to equipment failure during HR assessment (N = 12) or because children removed their arm out of the cold water before being stopped by their parent, thus resulting in missing values regarding parental control behaviour (N = 12). Eye tracking data of 7 parents were considered invalid due to sub-optimal overall gaze track status (i.e., eye movements tracked less than 75% of total task viewing time; [see also 75]). Because of missing values on some of the measures, degrees of freedom vary across analyses².

There were no significant differences between groups (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) in child age (t(60) = -.06, ns), parent age (t(60) = 1.35, ns), child sex (χ² (1,62) = 2.33,ns), parent sex (χ² (1,62) = .31,ns) or parental state anxiety (t(60) = -.54, ns). Pearson correlation analyses indicated that HR reactivity was negatively associated with both

² Restricting analyses to the sample for whom complete data were available (i.e., 38 parent/child dyads; N = 19 in each group) revealed comparable findings but represented a decrease in statistical power (i.e., power analyses indicated this restricted sample size was insufficient to detect a medium effect [d = .50] with power .80 using α = .05 two-tailed). Therefore, the maximum amount of available data was used within the analyses.
vagally mediated HRV reactivity indices, yet none of the correlations reached significance. HR reactivity was not significantly correlated with any of the other measures. Both HRV reactivity indices were significantly correlated with each other. The correlations between HRV reactivity indices and pain control behaviour (i.e., both negative) approached significance for HF_{abs}. No other significant correlations with HRV reactivity indices were observed. Further, while HR reactivity did not significantly differ from 0 (t(49) ≤ -0.40, ns) - indicating no overall changes in general arousal from pre to post viewing task - both HRV reactivity indices demonstrated a significant decrease from pre to post viewing task (both t(49) ≤ -2.60, p < .01), reflecting insufficient emotion regulation resulting in increased emotional distress.

Of further interest, the child’s facial expression during CPT performance was positively correlated with parental pain control behaviour. Both self-reported anticipatory and experienced parental distress were also positively correlated with pain control behaviour. There was likewise a positive correlation between state parental anxiety and both self-report distress indices, as well as a trend for a correlation between state parental anxiety and parental pain control behaviour. Parents’ self-reported experienced distress was significantly higher than their self-reported anticipatory distress (t(61) = 11.15, p < .01).

None of the self-report measures, none of the HR and HRV reactivity indices, nor parental pain control behaviour correlated significantly with child age (all r ≤ |.21|, ns) or parent age (all r ≤ |.30|, ns). Furthermore, mothers and fathers did not significantly differ on any of the parent self-report measures (all t(60) ≤ |.99|, ns), any of the HR and HRV reactivity indices (all t(48) ≤ |1.73|, ns), nor on parental pain control behaviour (t(48) = -.75, ns). Level of child facial pain expressiveness did not differ between boys and girls (t(60) = -1.71, ns) and was not significantly associated with the child’s age (r = -1.11, ns).
3.2. Manipulation check

3.2.1 Eye movement analyses

Analysis of eye tracking parameters indicated that the attention manipulation (to attend to or avoid pain) was successful both during early and later stages of attention allocation (time to first fixation and gaze duration, respectively). Mean time to first fixation and gaze duration for each pain expression category across each group are shown in Table 2.

*Time to first fixation.* Examination of *time to first fixation* revealed a significant interaction between facial expressiveness and group \((F(3,51) = 59.08; \epsilon = .70; NDf(2.1, 35.7)\) \(p < .0001\)\) as well as between parental state anxiety and group \((F(1,51) = 7.48, p < .01)\). Follow-up on the facial expressiveness x group indicated that, within the ‘Attend to Pain’ group, initial fixation to all pain faces was faster than fixation to neutral faces; all \(F(3,26) \leq 61.71, p < .0001\). The opposite pattern was observed within the ‘Avoid Pain’ group, where initial fixations to all pain faces occurred slower than fixations to neutral faces; all \(F(3,23) \leq 20.43, p < .0001\). Parental state anxiety was not found to impact of the attention manipulation during first fixation (no significant group x facial expressiveness x state anxiety interaction was observed).

Follow-up on the group x state anxiety interaction indicated that while parents were generally slower to make a first fixation (to all faces) when instructed to ‘Avoid Pain’ \((M = 1027.97ms)\) compared to when instructed to ‘Attend to Pain’ \((M = 601.58ms)\), this effect was significantly more pronounced among highly anxious parents \((F(1,51) = 32.86, p < .0001)\) compared to low anxious parents \((F(1,51) = 3.73, p = .06)\). Thus, following instructions to avoid pain, highly anxious parents were more reluctant to make a first fixation to either pain or neutral faces.
Gaze duration. Analyses of gaze duration revealed a significant interaction effect between facial expressiveness and group ($F(3,49) = 94.27; \; \epsilon = .53; \; NDf(1.59, \; 25.97) \; p < .0001$). Within the ‘Attend to Pain’ group, gaze duration for all pain faces was significantly longer than gaze duration for neutral faces; all $F(3,26) \leq 59.34, \; p < .0001$). Conversely, within the ‘Avoid Pain’ group, gaze duration for all pain faces was significantly shorter than for neutral faces; all $F(3,23) \leq 55.74, \; p < .0001$). No other significant interaction effects were observed.

3.2.2 Self-reported parental attention to child pain

Analysis of self-reported parental attention to child pain revealed that parents in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group reported more thoughts reflecting attentional focus on their own child’s pain ($M = 6.72, \; SD = 4.18$) in comparison to parents in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 4.07, \; SD = 4.03; \; F(1,58) = 6.18, \; p < .05$). Higher state anxiety among parents was associated with greater attentional focus upon their child’s impending pain ($F(1,58) = 10.57, \; p < .01$). No significant group x parental state anxiety interaction was observed.

3.3 Test of hypothesis 1: Impact of parental attention to child pain on emotion regulation indices

3.3.1 HR reactivity

Analysis of parents’ HR reactivity revealed a significant interaction between group and state parental anxiety ($F(3,46) = 5.40, \; p < .05$). To interpret this interaction, separate ANOVAs were performed with HR reactivity as the dependent variable and high or low values of parental state anxiety entered as a covariate. As shown in Figure 2, findings indicated a cross-over interaction, indicating that attention toward versus away from child pain faces differentially impacted HR reactivity for parents with high versus low levels of state anxiety. Specifically, parents reporting low levels of state anxiety showed an increase in
HR in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group (i.e., positive HR reactivity score; $M = 1.40$) and a decrease in HR in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group (i.e., negative HR reactivity score; $M = -0.38$). Conversely, parents with high levels of state anxiety showed a decrease in HR in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = -1.80$) but an increase in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 0.64$). While these patterns did not significantly differ from 0 for low anxious parents ($F(3,46) = 1.91$) and only approached significance for highly anxious parents ($F(3,46) = 3.68, p = .06$), the significant cross-over interaction indicates these patterns are significantly different from each other. This suggests that attention to pain, compared to pain avoidance, increased general arousal for parents with low state anxiety, but had the reverse impact for parents with high state anxiety. Additional analyses within the ‘Attend to Pain’ group showed that HR reactivity responses observed among parents with low versus high levels of state anxiety approached significance ($F(1,21) = 4.00, p = .06$; dotted line in Figure 2). Analyses within the ‘Avoid Pain’ group showed that parental state anxiety did not impact HR reactivity ($F(1,25) = 1.20$, ns).

3.3.2 HRV reactivity

Analyses of vagally mediated HRV reactivity revealed no significant main or interaction effects for neither HRV reactivity index (i.e., rMSSD and HFabs; both $F(3,46) < 1.55$, ns).

3.2.3 Self-reported parental distress

Analysis of parents’ self-reported anticipatory distress revealed a significant interaction between group and parental state anxiety ($F(1,58) = 6.43, p < .05$), suggesting that parental attention toward vs. away from child pain differentially impacted anticipatory distress for parents with high versus low levels of state anxiety. Separate ANOVAs for parents with high and low state anxiety yielded effects that only approached significance (low anxiety, $F(1,58) = 2.92, p = .09$; high anxiety, $F(1,58) = 3.59, p = .06$), but the pattern of
responses was comparable to the cross-over effect obtained for HR reactivity. Specifically, low anxious parents reported more anticipatory distress in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 1.9$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 0.1$). Conversely, highly anxious parents reported lower levels of anticipatory distress in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 5.37$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 8.08$) (see Figure 3). Additional analyses within the ‘Attend to Pain’ group and ‘Avoid Pain’ group indicated that increasing levels of state parental anxiety were associated with increasing levels of anticipatory distress within both groups; however, inspection of F-values indicated this association was particularly pronounced in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($F(1,28) = 26.45, p < .0001$) and less so in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($F(1,30) = 8.55, p < .01$) (see dotted lines Figure 3).

Analysis of parents’ self-reported experienced distress likewise revealed a significant interaction between group and state anxiety $F(1,56) = 12.73, p < .01$). Separate ANOVAs for parents with low and high state anxiety indicated the following pattern of results. Low anxious parents reported significantly more experienced distress in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 12.20$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 5.15$; $F(1,58) = 13.57, p < .01$). Conversely, highly anxious parents reported lower experienced distress in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 11.06$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 13.74$), yet this difference did not reach significance ($F(1,58) = 1.93, ns$). Additional analyses within each group indicated that greater levels of state anxiety were associated with higher experienced distress in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($F(1,28) = 19.27, p < .01$; see dotted line Figure 4). The reverse but non-significant pattern was observed in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($F(1,30) = .36, ns$).

Re-running the analyses whilst controlling for child facial pain expression revealed no significant effect of facial pain expression ($F(1,57) = 1.17, ns$). Further, the group x state anxiety interaction remained significant ($F(1,57) = 11.09, p < .01$) and did not differ from the
interaction reported above (i.e., beta coefficients of the group x state anxiety interaction did not differ between analyses; Steiger’s $Z = -0.17$, ns; [57]).

Taken together, analysis of HR (but not HRV) and self-reported distress indices consistently suggest that attentional avoidance versus attention to pain have differential consequences for distress outcomes depending upon initial levels of parental anxiety. Specifically, compared to attention toward pain, attentional avoidance appears to be more beneficial for distress outcomes among parents reporting low levels of state anxiety; the reverse pattern emerges among parents reporting high levels of state anxiety, such that attentional avoidance of pain may, compared to attention toward pain, compromise effective emotion regulation and result in higher distress.

- INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE –

3.4 Test of hypothesis 2: Impact of parental attention to child pain on parental pain control behaviour

Analysis of parental pain control behaviour revealed a significant interaction between group and state anxiety ($F(1,42) = 4.37, p < .05$), suggesting that the impact of group on pain control behaviour varied for parents with high versus low levels of state anxiety (see Figure 5). Separate ANOVAs for parents with high and low state anxiety indicated that low anxious parents engaged in higher levels of pain control behaviour in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 34.26$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 5.18$). Conversely, highly anxious parents demonstrated lower levels of pain control behaviour in the ‘Attend to Pain’ group ($M = 29.60$) than in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group ($M = 71.76$). While this difference was not significant for low anxious parents ($F(1,46) = 1.48$, ns), and only approached significance for highly anxious parents ($F(1,46) = 3.08, p = .09$), the significant cross-over interaction is again indicative of a differential impact of attentional strategy on high versus low anxious parents. Additional ANOVAs within each attention manipulation group showed the following results:
in the ‘Avoid Pain’ group increasing levels of state anxiety were associated with increased pain control behaviour \(F(1,22) = 7.18, p < .05\); see dotted line Figure 5). Within the ‘Attend to Pain’ group, there was no significant impact of state anxiety \(F(1,24) = .04, \text{ ns}\).

Re-running the analyses whilst controlling for child facial pain expression revealed a significant main effect of facial pain expression \(F(1,45) = 17.28, p < .0001\) indicating that higher child facial display of pain is associated with higher pain control behaviour. Further, while the group x state anxiety interaction failed to reach significance \(F(1,45) = 1.75, \text{ ns}\), beta coefficients of the group x state anxiety interaction did not differ from findings reported above (Steiger’s \(Z = -.99, \text{ ns}\); [57]) suggesting similar findings.

In sum, analyses of pain control behaviour echo those of HR reactivity and self-reported distress, suggesting that attentional avoidance versus attention to pain is associated with differential consequences for high versus low anxious parents. Low anxious parents increasingly engage in pain control behaviour when instructed to attend to pain, compared to when instructed to avoid pain, whereas high anxious parents increasingly engage in pain control behaviour when instructed to avoid pain, compared to attend toward pain.

- INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE –

4. DISCUSSION (Word limit: 1500 / word count: 1494)

The present study investigated the role of parental attention in regulating distress and pain control behaviour when observing their child perform an experimental pain task (CPT), as well as the moderating role of parental state anxiety. Parental attention toward or away from child pain was experimentally manipulated during a viewing task of unfamiliar children’s neutral and pain faces. Prior to and following the viewing task, parental distress regulation was assessed by heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV). Subsequently, parents observed their own child’s CPT performance, allowing assessment of parental pain
control behavior (indexed by latency to stop the CPT) and parental distress – indexed by self-report both prior to and following CPT observation.

Eye tracking and self-report confirmed that the attention manipulation was successful and generalized to parents’ attentional focus regarding their own child’s impending pain. Further, findings indicated that the impact of attentional strategy on parental distress regulation (indexed by HR and self-report) and pain control behaviour depended upon parents’ state anxiety. Specifically, between-condition comparison indicated that whereas low anxious parents reported more distress and demonstrated more pain control behaviour in the ‘Attend to Pain’ condition, high anxious parents reported more distress and showed more pain control behaviour in the ‘Avoid Pain’ condition. This inverse pattern for high versus low anxious parents was likewise apparent in physiological distress regulation indices (HR) in response to the viewing task.

The current study is the first to demonstrate that parental attentional deployment to child pain may be key to understanding affective-motivational and behavioural outcomes and thus may constitute an important mechanism of change for frequently observed patterns of parental distress and associated pain control behavior when faced with their child’s pain [see e.g. 17,18]. Likewise, the current study is among the first to demonstrate that individual state characteristics (e.g., high versus low state anxiety) may differentially affect the impact of specific regulatory strategies on emotion regulation outcomes [e.g., 14,25,40,46]. Specifically, attention toward versus away from pain appears to exert beneficial/detrimental effects depending upon parents’ initial level of anxiety. Whereas attention away from pain appears more beneficial for distress outcomes among low anxious parents, attention toward pain appears more beneficial among high anxious parents.

Our finding that parental anxiety did not impact acquisition of the attentional manipulation (indexed by eye tracking and self-report) suggest that the differential effects of
attentional strategy do not owe due to differential ability to implement either strategy. Rather, differences may stem from the differential function of each strategy for low versus high anxious parents. Gross’ process model of emotion generation/regulation [39] suggests an explanation by differentiating two types of regulation strategies, defined by timing and role during the unfolding of an emotional response. According to Gross [39], attentional strategies (e.g., attentional engagement vs. avoidance) can be considered *antecedent-focused* in that they operate before or during emotional activation rather than after emotion has achieved full form [39,47,48]. In contrast, *response-focused* strategies reflect attempts to control ongoing emotional (i.e., physiological, experiential, behavioural) responding. A common example of a response-focused strategy is emotion suppression [17,38,39].

In line with this account [39], attentional avoidance may constitute a beneficial *antecedent-focused* strategy for low anxious parents (for whom distress may be slower unfolding) by preventing full processing of the affective meaning of observed stimuli (i.e., child pain expression). For high anxious parents who begin the emotion-regulatory process at higher levels of distress, avoidance may constitute a *response-focused* strategy, potentially relying on suppression of an already activated emotional response. Of note, previous findings have shown that suppression does not decrease subjective emotional experience and even increases physiological arousal [17,38]. For high anxious parents, attention toward pain may serve as the more effective regulatory strategy by allowing reinterpretation/reappraisal of an already activated negative pain schema. This account is compatible with research on sensory-focusing strategies, as these typically involve reinterpretation of pain to reduce related emotional distress [3,66]. Thus, for parents with high state anxiety, attention toward pain may facilitate reinterpretation needed to reduce affective distress. In contrast, for low anxious parents, attention toward pain may activate previously inactive negative components of pain schema.
An alternative (but not incompatible) explanation is that an attentional/emotion regulatory strategy is most beneficial if it matches what parents would spontaneously do. This is in line with findings that matching interventions to personal coping style can result in more favorable pain outcomes—i.e., the “congruency hypothesis” [7,23,45]. In support of this possibility we found that, following instructions to avoid pain, higher parental anxiety was associated with initial reluctance to fixate on either pain or neutral faces. Likewise, greater state anxiety was associated with more self-reported attention to child impending pain. These observations are in line with evidence that high anxiety is associated with perseverative focus on negative feelings, including enhanced attentional focus and semantic elaboration of emotional information [10,28]. Our findings suggest that in comparison to low anxious counterparts, high anxious parents may more spontaneously attend to child pain, demonstrating a greater tendency and preference to monitor the child’s pain experience. Accordingly, avoidant attentional strategy in high anxious parents may owe its negative impact to the fact that it deviates from their natural inclination. The proposed interpretations are speculative at present and require further empirical investigation.

Further research is also needed to examine why effects were obtained for HR and self-reported distress but not for HRV as indices of emotion regulation. One possible explanation is that the emotion regulation process is temporally unstable across the sample and/or does not last for a duration necessary to acquire reliable data on vagally-mediated HRV [72]. Other measures allowing assessment of vagal activation in an event-related manner (without requirement of a stable five-minute period of active emotion regulation) might yield more reliable results (e.g., baroreflex sensitivity derived from continuous blood pressure monitoring during task performance) [5].

While attentional strategy did not impact all emotion regulation indices, analyses of pain control behaviour echoed those of HR reactivity and self-reported distress, indicating
that attentional deployment may serve a similar regulatory function in terms of behavioral outcomes. Specifically, between condition comparison indicated that whereas low anxious parents demonstrated more pain control behaviour in the ‘Attend to Pain’ condition, high anxious parents showed more pain control behaviour in the ‘Avoid Pain’ condition. These findings highlight the role of attention in emotion/regulatory response as indexed by experiential, physiological, and behavioural outcomes. Congruency across outcome variables reflects the multidimensional nature of emotional response [50,58,59] and extends the majority of empirical inquiry on emotion regulation, which relies primarily on self-report or unidimensional assessment of emotional responding [1,50].

The current findings suggest that the emotion regulatory function of attention is not fixed. In the context of pain, attentional avoidance does not invariably down-regulate emotional distress and associated protective behaviours, nor does attention to pain invariably facilitate the opposite pattern. Future research examining contextual variations in the use and impact of emotion regulation strategies is needed [1,14]. The current findings likewise suggest that interventions focused upon modulating parental attention to child pain, (e.g., during preparatory phases [7,23,45]), should not proceed in a one-size-fits-all manner. Thus, the appropriate question is not which emotion regulation strategies are effective but rather when they are effective [22,24,56,68,71].

The current study has a number of methodological strengths, including the use of eye-tracking to objectively assess implementation of attention strategy, examination of whether attentional manipulation generalized toward anticipated child pain, and investigation of individual state characteristics (i.e., parental anxiety) in understanding the implementation and consequences of attentional strategy deployment. However, several study limitations deserve consideration. First, the results of this laboratory-based study should be applied with caution to parents of children with clinically-related pain. Second, most parents in our study
were mothers (68%); accordingly, our findings most represent mother-child interactions. Third, due to the relatively small size of our sample, statistical power was limited and only large effects could be detected. Related to this, the effect sizes obtained in the present study were relatively small, leaving considerable variance unexplained. While the current study provides preliminary support for the role of child facial pain display in parental pain control behaviour, the relatively small sample size may have precluded additional moderation analyses. Research in larger samples may establish the extent to which child pain expression interacts with specific regulatory strategies and parental characteristics to effect parent emotional and behavioral response. Likewise, further research is needed to examine additional parental characteristics, such as beliefs and worries about child pain [see e.g., 34], and their role in understanding nature and consequences of emotion regulatory strategies. Finally, the present study compares two attentional strategies and thus does not reflect the broadness and complexity of the emotion regulation repertoire, including the key ability to flexibly switch between different strategies [1,47,84]. Within-subject designs lacking specific instructions regarding strategy implementation would yield important information about parents’ spontaneous strategy choice, ability to flexibly switch between strategies, and the impact of these factors on emotion and helping behavior. These limitations notwithstanding, the current findings attest to the importance of implementing the construct of emotion regulation within an interpersonal pain context to advance understanding of caregiver’s emotional responding and helping behavior [see e.g., 37].
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the study procedure

Figure 2: Mean HR reactivity as a function of group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) and low (-1SD below the mean) and high (+1SD above the mean) levels of parental state anxiety (*) p < .10

Figure 3: Mean self-reported anticipatory parental distress as a function of group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) and low (-1SD below the mean) and high (+1SD above the mean) levels of parental state anxiety **** p < .001; ** p < .01; (*) p < .10.

Figure 4: Mean self-reported experienced parental distress as a function of group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) and low (-1SD below the mean) and high (+1SD above the mean) levels of parental state anxiety ** p < .01.

Figure 5: Mean parental pain control behaviour as a function of group (‘Attend to Pain’ vs. ‘Avoid Pain’) and low (-1SD below the mean) and high (+1SD above the mean) levels of parental state anxiety plotted separately for parents whose children displayed low (< Md) and high ≥ Md) levels of facial pain expression * p < .05.
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Table 1
Means (M), Standard deviations (SD), number of valid cases (N) and Pearson correlation coefficients for parent and child measures

|                         | M    | SD   | Observed Range / Possible Range | N   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   |
|-------------------------|------|------|---------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1. Parental state anxiety | 28.76| 7.83 | [20 – 58/ 20-80]               | 62  | -.18| -.01| -.02| .59***| .30*| .24(*)| .06 |
| 2. HR reactivity         | -.19 | 3.28 | [-14.5 - 5.18]                 | 50  | --  | -.17| -.19| .08  | .09 | .13 | -.08 |
| 3. HRV reactivity rMSSD  | -3.73| 8.70 | [-19.36 - 12.47]              | 50  | --  | .37**| -0.01| -.15 | -.21 | .02 |
| 4. HRV reactivity HF abs| -84.20| 229.43| [-606.65 - 473.52]          | 50  | --  | -.11| -.25**| -.26**| .08 |
| 5. Parental anticipatory self-reported distress | 3.61 | 5.03 | [0 - 26/0-40]                 | 62  | --  | .65***| .36*| .17 |
| 6. Parental experienced self-reported distress | 10.40| 6.11 | [0 - 34/0-40]                 | 62  | --  | .49***| .18 |
| 7. Parental pain control behaviour | 33.80| 62.17| [0 - 213/0-240]              | 50  | --  | .59***|     |

(*)p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .0001
Table 2: Mean Time to first fixation and mean Gaze duration (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (SD) for neutral expression and low, moderate and high painful expressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Time to first fixation</th>
<th>Gaze duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attend to Pain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>953.53 (368.97)</td>
<td>213.85 (158.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>518.03 (228.76)</td>
<td>362.85 (110.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>469.37 (469.37)</td>
<td>423.43 (165.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>475.72 (475.72)</td>
<td>479.32 (213.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avoid Pain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>637.28 (281.68)</td>
<td>425.27 (156.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1078.62 (502.64)</td>
<td>251.28 (83.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>982.26 (491.55)</td>
<td>225.36 (66.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1265.81 (600.38)</td>
<td>187.26 (57.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < .0001

Different indices indicate significant differences between expressiveness levels.
Calculation ‘HR & HRV reactivity’
(post HR/HRV - pre HR/HRV)

Heart Rate Assessment → Assessment State (baseline) → Instructions → Attention → Eye Movement Assessment → Heart Rate Assessment → Additional manipulation check → Assessment self-reported anticipatory distress about child pain → Child CPT: Assessment pain control behaviour and child facial pain expression → Assessment self-reported experienced distress about child pain

Study phase 1: measures unrelated to own child
Study phase 2: measures related to own child